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About This Content

Create beautiful buildings for your game environment in few clicks!
Building Generator is a procedural building generator plug-in for S2ENGINE HD editor.

It lets you to create quality and realistic building 3d models with minimal effort.

If you need 3d building models for your game environment but you aren't a professional 3d artist, or you don't want to waste
money in buying 3rd party building models, S2ENGINE HD Building Generator is what you are looking for!

Unlike similar commercial products S2ENGINE HD Building Generator is completely procedural, no external meshes to
compose, all geometry is created by the program and highly customizable.

FEATURES

 Completely procedural geometry generation

 Multiple types of customizable roofs

 Lots of different customizable window, door, balcony types

 Second UV texture channel generation for material layers painting

 Multiple buildings packed texture atlas for speeding up rendering
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 Customizable building structure (roofs, pillars, floors, ground floor) for generating various modules to be composed into
S2ENGINE HD Editor SceneViewport

 A set of premade buildings you can use as template

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Just like other S2ENGINE HD DLCs Building Generator is planned to be expanded and improved in the next future.
Following are some of features we are planning to add:

 Automated building material generation (DONE)

 Export for use into external applications (DONE)

 New windows and doors types

 Enhanced building details

 Automatic LOD generation

 Building Indoor generation
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Title: S2ENGINE HD - Building Generator
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Game Development
Developer:
Profenix Studio SRLS
Publisher:
Profenix Studio SRLS
Franchise:
S2ENGINE HD
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10

Processor: dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 650 GTX, Radeon HD 5850, IntelHD 4000*

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Kid Chameleon is 1-player platforming game for Sega Genesis that was developed by Sega of America's own division: STI
\u2013 Sega Technical Institute. Kinda funny to think that STI was supposed to create IPs when none of their games ever got a
sequel, ha. It was released in 1992 and came on 8 Megabit cartridge, quite standard by that time.
And yep, I just called it 1-player, despite the game having 2-players option. That's because it's not real simultaneous multiplayer,
instead it's old-school \u201ctaking turns\u201d one, where game switches between two separate game sessions.

The game that you have here is nothing more than emulation of Sega Genesis version.

Now, technical part about Sega's emulation here:
The Sega Classic games that you purchase on Steam count as DLCs for "Sega Mega Drive & Genesis Classics" game that should
appear in your library.
It has Bedroom HUB which is the one with many features yet lags for many and Simply Launcher which lacks Workshop and
Online but at least it works just fine for everybody.
However, Simple Launcher has it's fair share of glitches as well. It can crash. And it does the second time you go to main menu,
so always quit after saving there so it doesn't crash when you want to save next time!
Emulation itself, mostly sound, isn't that good but it does it's job. Also, yes, emulator supports quick saves.
As alternative, you can use external emulator to run games that you purchased. Sega kindly placed in all games that you
purchased in "uncompressed ROMs" folder that program itself doesn't use, just change file extension to ".bin" or so. The file for
this one being "KIDCHAM_UE.68K".
I also demand you to read digital manual of this game first. You can find it here on store page or go to "manuals" folder of game
root and open "KC_PC_MG_EFIGS_US_150ppi.pdf".

There is no online function for "multiplayer" of this game. This hotseat isn't working as online always forces second controller
on someone while it requires the first controller for both players. Can still do local.

Heady Metal, aka Plethora, the boss AI, has escaped it's scripted existence and is now trapping kids in West Side game machine
which uses top-awesome hologram technology to create reality not of our own. Since it's not time for System Shock 3 yet, our
savior is Kid Chameleon, the toughest kid around in black jacket and sunglasses, being all 90s. He can fully into powerful hero
when wearing masks.

Indeed, as said it's a platforming game. And your first impression will be that it's very Mario-like. Getting to the end of the
level, jumping onto enemies, the boxes that hang in the air that you can crush from below by jumping. Items get dropped from
said blocks. Kinda like Sega's more direct answer to Mario, like Alex Kidd, but this one is actually fun. It's also a very
block\/tile based game in level design. It has this western PC DOS games feel to it, as if developers first developed level design
tools and only then tried to quickly make lots of cool levels with them, with all the various blocks they had available. They sure
aren't that predictable, sometimes they give you a challenging path only to have disappointing rewards. Or opposite.
Protip: Hold down to see what's below. Use it often.

Still, I wish the base physics were implemented a bit better. Sliding over the needed block or missing ahoy! Especially when you
are in Red Stealth, samurai form, who has biggest jump but slides the most. Also, the speed impacts your jump height,
remember that.

And yep, imagine this. Kid Chameleon has not one, not three, not eight thousands, but nine powerups. Nine helmets, upon
picking which you transform into different characters, restoring your health bar as well. All having their own special abilities,
like knight who has 5 health pipes and can climb up the wall. Of course you get them from the blocks that level designers put
for you, but you can keep the one that you are wearing. And if you lose all health while transformed then you go back to your
usual puny kid form, who at least can flip up the blocks.

Protip: I bet that you think that diamonds that drop from most of power blocks act like coins, giving life for collecting 100 of
them. Wrong! Instead, if you press Run+Start you will use diamond powers, which depends on what character you currently are.
20 or 50 cost. Most interestingly, Knight gives 1 additional health pipe until death on 50 diamonds use and Maniaxe gives extra
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life for that. And some transformations just have a really cheap attack. I just wish they weren't so grindy, having to smash power
blocks one by one. Ah, if only diamonds were already pre-placed in stages.

Also
It's a platformer game with 100+ levels.
That many.
Without saves or passwords. A marathon!
Well, emulator-side savestates aside.

Actually, you don't have to play all of those 100+ levels. Around 1\/3 of them are just Elsewheres \u2013 tiny bonus levels
between wraps. Furthermore, the game isn't completely linear. The levels usually have flag exits that sends you forward. But
levels later on often include teleporters that aren't quite so predictable. Some will teleport you back to the start of the levels. Or
they will teleport you few levels forward. Or maybe it will sends you to longer alternative path. Who knows.

Well, alright, the levels are still placed in fairly linear way, most of the time, but there is quite a few alternative paths. Like, if
you would rather play three levels than some hard one. Maybe you just hate levels where you are getting chased by screen-tall
murder drill wall. There are also no bad warps that send you to the beginning of the game, so thank god for that. You can even
find wraps that will let you skip quarter of a game.

Not to mentioning that the more you play the faster you are going to pass the stages. Learning about secrets wraps. Learning
which power boxes contain useful items like lives and helmets. It's a kind of a game where at some stages you are going to lose
30 lives, cursing at the game, as you try to beat this stage, with game having no checkpoints. But the more you play it the easier
it will become until it gets to the point where you can one-life said stage, maybe on the next walkthrough. Plus, the fact that
there is no saving or password means that you really get to learn all the stages. And yea, you can find a huge amount of lives and
continues if you explore the levels.

None the less, I still wish it was overall 25% shorter. Still takes too long. But hey, you can always use emulator-side saves. Even
if you are vanilla-mode only player you can still use it instead of pausing and leaving program open.

And yep, game got options. Nothing much there. Can swap controls. Can set if you run or walk by default. And can set if 2
player mode would use one controller or each players has to use their own.

And as said, 2 players mode is just old-school \u201ctaking turns\u201d between two unconnected game sessions. Some old
games had those, used to be pretty fancy for families with two kids. It takes turns everytime one player beats the level or loses
life. But it's probably nothing interesting for nowadays gamers, time have changed.

Also, graphics are quite simplistic, yes. Music is also not too much, albeit fancy. I just wanted to comment on voice samples.
Apparently, they were so happy not being Nintendo that they went ahead and overused \u201cDIE!\u201d to the maximum.
Especially on bosses. Only four there, and they are similar. No special boss music. Ending is very simplistic, almost \u201cyou
win\u201d.

Overall, yep. It's a simple game. But with all the powerups that you can also keep between levels and the way that levels are
designed and interconnected with each other and with many hidden blocks, it sure becomes quite an interesting, even complex,
game when viewed as a whole.. Very good game. Haven't delved to deeply in to the game but so far it looks like at lot of fun..
Great dont be poor. Great game, great Gameplay. Better than the flash version, and a great timewaster.. I can't say alot for my
history with Kemco, this being the second game of theirs that I've bought ("Crome Wolf" on mobile being the first), I gotta' say
though: I'm quite impressed. With respect towards those who haven't played this game yet, I won't spoil the plot (essentially, the
characters are escorting a "light deity" (in the form of a cat) to regain his\/her\/it's former power in order to defeat the "shadow
deity"), but it seems pretty run of the mill for an rpg as far as plot goes. Where this game really shines (for me anyway) is the
controller interface. I'm more of a console gamer (much to the chagrin of some of you here, I'm sure...), so I'm not too savvy
with keybord and mouse controls (I'm getting used to them though the "Warhammer 40,000" series among others, however, so
don't crucify me, if you would be so kind...) but fourtunately for myself, this game allows for the use of a controller. As far as
the controller function and game mechanics go: they're decent, not perfect, but decent. I can't say they're "smooth" (traveling
around the overworld is a bit akward), but at least I don't find myself stuck in walls or otherwise unable to move.
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As far as the animation goes, it's slightly better than what you would typically expect from an SNES or Genesis\/Megadrive title.

All in all, This game has earned four and a half stars from me, and Kemco has earned a customer. For those with reservations on
getting this game, I say: take a chance, you won't be disappointed (unless you're the one person who actually did write a negative
review, they seemed pretty disappionted... "Art is subjective", I suppose...).. played this game for a good hour and i still don't
know why. buy this when it's on sale (like i did for 49 cents). tbh not worth 5 ya get me. had troubles getting it started and that
was frustrating but i figured out how to fix it by going to the discussion boards
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If no further developments to this game in its current early access state, then it's still a good choice at it's (current as of this
writing) $9.99USD price. There is a sufficient amount of combat to entertain until you unlock freeform mode. Then once
you've done that, there's just 3 more rounds and the game is basically finished. Punching, shoving, throwing enemies and
clobbering enemies with stage props are all in the game right now. No waiting for future updates that may or may not come.

There are 3(?) different weapon types. Of the these, the sword seems particularly good at dismembering enemies. The axe may
be able to as well, but it felt much easier to accidentally dismember with swords. The hammer seems to have the longest reach.
If there were additional weapons, they're unremarkable.

You may want to regularly switch to open hand combat so you gain access to throw\/shoving. It can help tip the outcome in your
favor.

. the game is good, but the dev's attitude is unmatched. Guys are rolling out updates like crazy. They love what they are doing.
Will definitely buy their future games.. game \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Amazing game. I have always
had ideas about a game like this and here it is.. The acting is bad and dialog is even worst, but this game is a nice glimpse of
what an MMO would be in VR. Riding a horse felt real but be careful it may cause a bit of motion sickness.. It's short, but it's an
indulgent delight for fans of period literature and films.. No other way to put it: It's just dull.
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